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I.H.O.P.     Socks
( International House of Pancakes )

Toe Up sock pattern

In High School we used to sit many a night at IHOP drinking coffee and talking up a
storm.

I never liked the pancakes, but I was always a sucker for waffles. 
So for me IHOP IS waffles too :)

Those days are long gone, and no longer do I need my coffee with 2 sugars and 2 creams...
its straight black, rich columbian coffee  for me baby :)

but all the new coffee shops that are becoming so popular, remind me of those days long
ago.

Tools:
US 2 circular needles or DPN (or needles to gauge)

Sock yarn (fingering weight or 2/8  yarn)
stitch markers (optional)
Row counter (optional)

Gauge:
33 x 46 sts = 4"

Directions:
using Figure 8 cast on, cast on 36

Round 1- 17 (all odd): knit all
Round 2: (kfb,k16,kfb) Twice [40]
Round 4: (kfb,k18,kfb) Twice [44]
Round 6: (kfb,k20,kfb) Twice [48]
Round 8: (kfb,k22,kfb) Twice [52]
Round 10: (kfb,k24,kfb) Twice [56]
Round 12: (kfb,k26,kfb) Twice [60]
Round 14: (kfb,k28,kfb) Twice [64]
Round 16: (kfb,k30,kfb) Twice [68]
Round 18: (kfb,k32,kfb) Twice [72]
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Round 19: p 36, k 36 
(The knit side will be the bottom of your foot)

Rounds 20&21: k2, [(k2,p8) 3 times], k40
Rounds 22-26: k2, [(k2,p2,k4,p2) 3 times], k 40

Rounds 27 & 28: k2, [(k2,p8) 3 times], k40
Rounds 29 & 30: knit all

Repeat in pattern until your sock reaches the bend of your foot.
Start heel

Short Row Heel:
you will begin on the bottom of your sock

Row 1: p 35, W&T
First you need to decrease the heel using short rows

knit to the end leaving 1 stitch unworked, W&T, unworked stitch (k35,W&T)
purl across to 1 st, W&T unworked stitch

Continue to leave one more stitch unworked to the end of the row, until you have 12 sts
remaining between your wraps

On the beginning of your next row start to increase the heel (reverse as above)
row 1: k13, unwrap next st and k
row 2: p14, unwrap next st and p
row 3: k15, unwrap next st and k

and so on until you have worked all 36 sts
*always remember to unwrap and hide your wraps to avoid holes in you st joins

Join foot to cuff:
pick up 2 sts before needle 1 (this closes the short row hole), k3tog

start lace chart (on needle 1) starting on the second st
When you have 1 st remaining on needle 1, pick up 2 sts from the heel and k3tog

Cuff:
repeat in pattern for desired length

Ending with 8 rounds of k1p1 (or desired) ribbing.
Bind off loosely.

Make another and you have the perfect breakfast sock :)
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